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kitchen living roombedroom bathroom

Where is the yellow chair?

Where is the yellow lamp?

Where is the red chair?

Where is the bath?

Where is the cat?

Where is he dog?

Where is the red lamp?

Where is the brown door?
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Find Chuckles

?

Is Chuckles in 
the bathroom?

??

?



Where is 
Chuckles?

Put Chuckles into the house.
Where is he? Ask your friend.



Sing the song

This is my house
This is my door
The windows are clean
And so is the floor

Outside there’s a chimney
As tall as can be
With smoke that goes up,
Come and see

outside - снаружи
smoke - дым



Larry: Is Chuckles in
          the living room?
Lulu: No, he isn’t.

Larry: Is he in the kitchen?
Lulu: No, he isn’t.

Larry: Is he in the
          bathroom?
Lulu: Yes, he is! Look!
         He is in the bath!

Lulu: Is he in the
         bedroom?
Larry: No, he isn’t.

Listen and read
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Can you remember?
What is hidden?



Gardens in the UK Gardens in Russia

In the UK people love their gardens.
You can see a lot of nice things in them.

In Russia people have got gardens in 
the village and in their country houses.
In the garden they grow vegetables, 
fruits and flowers.

Do your grandma and grandpa 
have a garden? vegetables

flowers

fruitsgarden gnome

bird house

greenhouse



Country Mouse:

Hello, Town Mouse!
Welcome to my house!
It’s very small, but it’s very nice.
A lovely house
For two small mice!

Town Mouse: 

Oh no! It’s very bare!
Where’s the table?
Where’s the chair?
No bedroom, no bathroom,
No kitchen – oh, dear!
I want to go home,
I don’t like it here.

lovely – милый 
bare – пустой
Oh,dear – О, Боже!


